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the State and introducing a new society controlled by producer-
groups. This attitude made them difficult grist to the political
Socialists' mill—as difficult indeed as the co-operative societies which
seemed unable to get further than the ideal of cheapening prices for
the workers' food by cutting out middlemen.
The result of this anti-political character which organized
labour had assumed by the eighteen-eighties was a gulf be-
tween the trade unions and the parliamentary Socialist parties
which was never bridged. The trade union movement, after an
abortive attempt to found a National Federation of Syndicates
in 1886, and a more successful attempt to form a Federation of
Labour Exchanges, managed to fuse the two ideas and the two
organizations into the Confederation Generate du Travail (C.G.7*.)
at Limoges in 1895. The first article of its constitution was that
'the elements constituting the C.G.T. will remain independent
of all political schools'. This deliberate divorce from party
politics—and therefore from Parliamentary politics—meant be-
lief in the efficacy of economic * direct action5 over political
action, and reliance on the general strike as the chief weapon
of gaining reforms and eventually of seizing power. It meant a
permanent split and divergent development between organ-
ized Labour and the parliamentary Socialist parties. It meant,
also, that the C.G.T. could become the militant agency of
syndicalism, a power-weapon, freed from the 'friendly society'
and other benevolent and charitable functions of English trade
unions, because these functions were performed by the Federa-
tion of Labour Exchanges. The Labour Exchanges, originally
an organ of workers' self-help in the finding of jobs, became
working-men's clubs, with libraries, reading rooms and a
friendly club atmosphere also divorced from party politics.
Thus the three functions of friendly society, collective bargain-
ing and political representation, which in England were fused
together in the T.U.C. and the Labour Party, remained in
French life three separate functions performed by three differ-
ent kinds of democratic association.1
1 For the full story of French Socialist and Labour movements,
see P. Louis: Histoire du Socialism en France (1925); Le*on Blum: Les
Gangres ouoriers et socialises frangais (1901); L&m Jouhaux: La C.G.T.

